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SM1.  Measurement Data 
Measurement data from the region around Lake Torneträsk in northern Sweden are used here. 

The data consist of MXD (.mxd files) and TRW (.raw files) measurements from 65 samples 

[Schweingruber 1988]. These samples are referred to here as the S88 data. Measurements 

were made on selected samples from standing-dead and living trees from the existing larger 

TRW data set. Older trees were specifically selected by the authors to provide consistent 

(relatively long) mean segment lengths over time. The chronologies were updated with 

measurements from 35 living trees (Grudd 2008) referred to as the G08 data. The G08 data 

are separated into cohorts by age; the G08o old cohort of data (approximately 200-year old 

trees) and the G08y young cohort of data (approximately 50-year old trees). Most of the G08 

MXD samples were re-measured in 2011 and these MXD data, also separated into the two 

cohorts by age, are referred to as the G11o and G11y data. The G08 data are only used here 

to demonstrate the measurement bias and the GO8 data were replaced by the G11 data for 

chronology production. In addition, some more recent measurements, separated into two age 

cohorts, updating the chronology to year 2010 are also used and referred to as the G12o and 

G12y cohorts of data. These data sets are listed in Table S1 along with some basic statistics. 

Pith offset estimates are available for all samples and are used in estimating ring age in the 

creation of RCS curves. A much larger TRW data set consisting of 620 trees (Grudd 2008, 

labelled “G08trw.raw”) was combined with the G12 TRW data to create a 650-tree data set 

“alltrw.raw”. Pith-offset estimates are only available for half of the trees from these large 

TRW data sets and for the trees without pith-offset data the presumption was made that there 

was zero pith. In all cases where there were multiple cores from trees, these cores were 

averaged to create mean-tree series of measurements prior to processing. 
 

Table S1 
File name  Trees Start   End Years   Rings  Corr  RBar  MnRaw 
S88.mxd       65   441  1980  1540   18851  0.65  0.50  0.609 
G08o.mxd      16  1749  2004   256    3227  0.79  0.70  0.555* 
G08y.mxd      19  1938  2002    65     882  0.82  0.78  0.676* 
G11o.mxd      15  1747  2004   258    3033  0.80  0.71  0.616 
G11y.mxd      14  1937  2002    66     682  0.77  0.73  0.727 
G12o.mxd      20  1792  2008   217    3367  0.73  0.60  0.629 
G12y.mxd      10  1941  2010    70     596  0.77  0.69  0.706 
S88.raw       65   441  1980  1540   18851  0.67  0.50  0.602 
G08o.raw      16  1749  2004   256    3238  0.78  0.67  0.911 
G08y.raw      19  1938  2002    65     893  0.64  0.41  1.693 
G12o.raw      20  1792  2008   217    3367  0.66  0.46  0.858 
G12y.raw      10  1941  2010    70     596  0.59  0.39  1.799 
G08trw.raw   620   -39  2004  2044  114500  0.67  0.46  0.723 
Alltrw.raw   650   -39  2010  2050  118463  0.67  0.45  0.732 
 

Corr = mean of the tree to chronology correlations  
RBar = mean of inter-tree correlations 

MnRaw = mean of measurements (gms/cc for density) (mm for TRW) 
* These data not used in reconstruction 



SM2.  Adjustment method 
The RCS method presumes that series within sets of measurements have similar growth rates 

and age related growth trends in similar climate conditions. When combining samples from 

different sites or samples obtained using differing selection techniques (e.g. living trees and 

sub-fossil trees) it is necessary to establish that the samples are sufficiently (i.e. within the 

expected levels of noise) similar and that the change from one group of samples to another 

through time will not produce a systematic bias. Adjustments for both ring age and the 

common forcing signal of the year that ring grew will be needed. The effects of changing ring 

age can be removed from measurements by dividing by the RCS curve in the creation of 

series of tree indices. The effect of each climate year can be removed by dividing tree indices 

by the chronology signal, thus creating signal-free tree indices. The mean of signal-free 

indices for each year will be approximately 1.0 and the overall mean value of signal-free 

indices for the combined data set will be approximately 1.0.  
 

If the mean values of one group of samples is higher (or lower) than that of the other group 

the mean value of signal-free indices of the other group will be lower (or higher) than zero. 

Any difference between the means of signal-free indices of the separate groups of samples 

will indicate the value of any necessary adjustment. Here we adjust the samples of one group 

(usually the one with fewest trees) such that, when processed together as one data set, the 

samples from the second group have mean signal-free indices of 1.0. This adjustment using 

mean value of signal-free indices needs to be made iteratively, because the different sites will 

have differing sample counts by age and by calendar year, but settles after a few iterations. 

For TRW measurements the standard deviation of samples are not expected to need any 

adjustment. For MXD measurements the standard deviation of measurements can be 

dependent on instrument settings and may need adjustment (Grudd 2008). Adjusting standard 

deviations is more difficult as these may depend on chronology index values (see Figures S13 

and S14) and will depend on the counts of each group in each year. Here we simply set the 

standard deviations of the chronologies created from the separate groups to be equal over 

their common period. 
 

The adjustment of MXD data is complicated here because the S88 data show an apparent 

end-effect problem and are anomalous after 1930 (see figure S3 and discussion) and also 

because of the existence of separate cohorts by age. The mean of the old cohort MXD data is 

adjusted so that the means of the separate chronologies are set the same prior to 1930 and 

then the mean of the younger cohort is set against that of the combined S88 and old cohort 

data.  
 



Adjustment of the MXD data 
The G08 MXD data were adjusted to fit the S88 MXD data and the resulting G08oA and 

G08yA data were combined with the S88 data to create the S88G08A.mxd data set (see 

report UpdateG08MXD.prn). The G11 MXD data were adjusted to fit the S88 MXD data and 

the resulting G11oA and G11yA data were combined with the S88 data to create the 

S88G11A.mxd data set (see report UpdateG11MXD.prn). The G12 MXD data were adjusted 

to fit the S88 MXD data and the resulting G12oA and G12yA data were combined with the 

S88 data to create the S88G12A.mxd data set (see report UpdateG12MXD.prn). The 

combined G1112 MXD data were adjusted to fit the S88 MXD data and the resulting 

G1112oA and G1112yA data were combined with the S88 data to create the 

S88G1112A.mxd data set (see report UpdateG1112MXD.prn). (CRUST - Program options, 

menu GRUDD, items 31 to 34 implement these). 
 

Adjustment of the TRW data 
The G08o TRW data were adjusted to fit the S88 TRW data (a 1% increase) and the resulting 

G08oA data was combined with the S88 data. The G08y TRW data were adjusted to fit the 

combined S88 and G08oA data (a 3% decrease) creating the S88G08A TRW data, see reports 

“G08oS88.prn“ and “G08yS88A.prn”. The adjustments are small compared to the between 

tree variation. Adjustment of the G12 TRW data, see reports “G12oS88.prn “ and 

“G12yS88A.prn”, was found to be larger but still within the range of natural variation 

suggesting that TRW data need not be adjusted, provided multiple RCS curves are used to 

remove the effects of modern sample bias arising from same-age cohorts of trees. 

Report “rawstats.prn” contains details of derived adjusted data files.  
 



SM3.  Comparison of S88 TRW data with the G08o and G08y data 
 

Figure S1 
Figures S1a and S1b show for Torneträsk , the means of signal-free ring-width measurements 

by ring age for the S88 TRW data in blue, the G08 data in red, the G08 old cohort of trees in 

green, and the G08 young cohort of trees in cyan. Tree indices were calculated by dividing 

TRW measurements by the appropriate values of a single RCS curve created using the 

combined TRW data (S88 and G08). The RCS curve was built from signal-free 

measurements and smoothed using age-related smoothing. Figures S1c and S1d show the 

means of tree indices for the S88 (blue), G08 (red), G08 old cohort (green), and G08 young 

cohort (cyan) plotted by calendar year. The thicker parts of the lines show values with 4 or 

more samples and grey shading shows sample counts over time (4 being an arbitrary value 

selected to give some consistent indication of low replication). 
 

The RCS curves and chronologies for TRW are similar over their common periods, 

suggesting that there is no requirement to adjust any of these TRW data. The differences are 

well within the range expected for sub- samples from a large population.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM4.  Comparison of S88TRW data with the G08oA and G08yA data 

 

Figure S2 
Figures S2a and S2b show the Torneträsk mean signal-free ring-width (TRW) by ring age for 

the S88 TRW data in blue, the adjusted G08A data in red, the adjusted G08oA old cohort of 

trees in green, and the adjusted G08yA young cohort of trees in cyan. Tree indices were 

calculated by dividing TRW measurements by the appropriate values of a single RCS curve 

created using the combined TRW data (S88 and G08A). The RCS curve was built from 

signal-free measurements and smoothed using age-related smoothing. Figures S2c and S2d 

show the means of tree indices for the S88 (blue), adjusted G08 (red), adjusted G08 old 

cohort (green), and adjusted G08 young cohort (cyan) plotted by calendar year. Adjustments 

were made to the G08 data by resetting means and standard deviations to produce G88 signal 

free indices with a mean of 1.0 over the full period. The thicker parts of the lines show values 

with 4 or more samples and grey shading shows sample counts over time. 
 

The adjustments needed to obtain good fits between these TRW series were relatively small 

and have made little difference to the resulting chronologies (compare with Figure S1d).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM5.  An “End-effect” in the S88 MXD 
 

Figure S3 
The 65 trees of the Torneträsk S88 data were standardised using a single RCS curve, signal-

free RCS, and tree indices were created by division. The signal-free MXD measurement 

series and the corresponding values of the RCS curve for each year were both aligned by their 

final year (set to year zero) and averaged. Figure S3a shows the mean signal-free end-aligned 

measurements (red) and the mean of end-aligned expected growth (blue). The expected decay 

by ring age is clear in both series. The end-aligned MXD measurements show distinctly low 

values in their final 30 years, suggesting an end-effect problem, possibly some form of 

degradation. Future work will investigate this problem in detail. 
 

Tree-index series were divided by the common signal (the chronology) to create signal-free 

index series. These signal-free index series were filtered using a 30-year low-pass spline. All 

indices were normalised (subtract overall mean and divide by standard deviation). This was 

done separately for TRW (S3b) and MXD (S3c). The earliest parts of series are plotted in 

grey while the last forty years of each series are plotted in red. Some of the MXD series from 

dead trees (which grew before 1600) show reduced values in their final decades relative to 

the TRW series, further supporting the existence of an end effect problem with at least some 

of the sub-fossil S88 density measurements. Because the average common signal has been 

removed, there is no way of assessing whether or not there is a problem at the modern end 

(post 1950) of individual samples. That the chronology created from S88 MXD data has 

lower values relative to the G08 MXD chronology suggests that there may be an end-effect 

reduction (see Figure 1) in some of the S88 living-tree samples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM6.  Density Measurements 
The observed differences between the S88 and G08 density data are related to the use of 

different measuring systems, the G08 analyses were made under changing air humidity 

conditions in the laboratory, and the thickness measurements of the G08 sample laths were 

made with insufficient precision. 
 

The update G08 data were analyzed using the Itrax measurement system, which differs in 

instrumental design to the Walesch system which was used to produce the original S88. 

When analyzing an identical sample in both systems, the Itrax produces a larger variance in 

the maximum density from year to year while the overall mean seems to be the same (Grudd 

2008). This difference is likely the result of differences in instrumental design and setup: the 

Walesch system uses an analog technique where a photographic film is exposed to soft x-rays 

from about 2 meters distance, while the Itrax uses harder x-rays at a much shorter distance (a 

few cm) and photo sensors to produce a digital image. Both systems x-ray the wood samples 

together with a standard cellulose acetate calibration step wedge (manufactured by Walesch 

Electronic GmbH) with precisely known step thickness and material density, which enables a 

subsequent transformation of the gray scale in the x-ray images to a scale of gravimetric 

density (g cm
3
). The Itrax x-ray images are exported to the software WinDendro for grey 

scale transformation and the analysis of ring widths and densities. In the Walesch system, this 

is done with the Dendro2003 densitometer.  
 

The G08 data were produced using an Itrax density scanner at the tree-ring laboratory of 

CIRC (Climate Impacts Research Centre) at Abisko Scientific Research Station. The relative 

humidity and temperature in the laboratory at CIRC could however not be controlled which 

means that these data were produced under changing humidity conditions. This would affect 

the moisture content in the samples and hence bias the density measurements. Since most of 

the measurements were made during dry winter conditions the G08 density data are likely 

biased towards too low values.  
 

The sample preparation is identical for the two systems, involving twin blade cutting to 

produce 1.1 – 1.2 mm thick “laths” and the removal of resins and other mobile compounds 

using Soxhlet extraction and alcohol. Furthermore, the thickness of the G08 sample laths was 

measured using a vernier caliper with a precision of 0.05 mm, which translates to about 4% 

uncertainty in the maximum density data. 
 

The G08 samples have been re-analyzed at the tree-ring laboratory of Stockholm University 

using a new Itrax multiscanner under laboratory conditions with constant air temperature 

(+20 °C) and relative humidity (50% Rh), comparable to the laboratory conditions at WSL 

when producing the original S88 data. The sample lath thicknesses were re-measured using a 

micrometer screw gauge with 0.01 mm precision. Then this new data set is named G11. 

Additional tree samples were also measured in Stockholm. These are named the G12 data.  
 



SM7.  Comparison of the G08 and G11 measurements. 

The G08 MXD measurement series were made in Abisko in 2007. The G11 data are from 29 

of these samples which were re-measured in 2011 using different machine settings and in a 

more controlled environment in Stockholm (see SM6).  
 

Figure S4 
A comparison of G08 and G11 MXD measurement series for individual trees from the old 

cohort showing that the variance in each series is similar. The G11 measurements have 

generally higher MXD values than the G08 and the difference is larger for some samples than 

for others.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure S5 
Comparison of G08 and G11 MXD measurement series for individual trees from the young 

cohorts. Again the variance in each series is similar but the G11 measurements have 

generally  higher MXD values than the G08 and the difference is larger for some samples 

than for others, e.g. a large difference for trees 3 to 7 and almost similar values for trees 61 to 

64.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Figure S6 
Comparison of indices and standard deviations derived from the G11 MXD data and sub-

sample of the same trees from the G08 MXD data before and after adjustment. Each set of 

trees were standardised using a single RCS curve derived from those trees using signal-free 

RCS. The G11 data contain the same common signal as that of the G08 data but the G08 data 

have a smaller standard deviation than the G08 data.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The better controlled conditions for measurement at Stockholm compared to Abisko lead us 

to replace the G08 MXD measurements (made in Abisko) with the G11 MXD measurements 

made in Stockholm. For TRW the G08 measurements were used.  
 



SM8.  Unadjusted G1112 data 
 

Figure S7 

Figures S7a and S7b show the MXD by ring age for the S88 MXD data in blue, the G1112 

data in red, the G1112 old cohort of trees in green, and the G1112 young cohort of trees in 

cyan. Tree indices were calculated by dividing MXD measurements by the appropriate values 

of a single RCS curve created using the combined MXD data (S88 and G1111). The RCS 

curve was built from signal-free measurements and smoothed using age-related smoothing. 

Figures S7c , S7d and S7e show the means of tree indices for the S88 (blue), G1112 (red), 

G11o old cohort (green), and G1112y young cohort (cyan) plotted by calendar year. The 

thicker parts of the lines show values with 4 or more samples and grey shading shows sample 

counts over time. 

 

The G1112 trees have lower mean MXD and lower index values than the S88 trees. The 

G1112 trees have larger variance than the S88 trees. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM9.  Adjusted G1112 data 
 

Figure S8 
Figures S8a and S8b show the MXD by ring age for the S88 MXD data in blue, the adjusted 

G1112A data in red, the adjusted G1112oA old cohort of trees in green, and the adjusted 

G1112yA young cohort of trees in cyan. Tree indices were calculated by dividing MXD 

measurements by the appropriate values of a single RCS curve created using the combined 

MXD data (S88 and adjusted G1112). The RCS curve was built from signal-free 

measurements and smoothed using age-related smoothing. Figures S8c , S8d and S8e show 

the means of tree indices for the S88 (blue), adjusted G1112A (red), adjusted G1112oA old 

cohort (green), and adjusted G1112yA young cohort (cyan) plotted by calendar year. 

Adjustments were made to the G1112o old cohort data by resetting means and standard 

deviations to match those of the S88 data (see text for details) over the period 1749 to 1930. 

The G1112y young cohort means and standard deviations were then adjusted to match the 

combined S88 and G1112oA old cohort data. The thicker parts of the lines show values with 

4 or more samples and grey shading shows sample counts over time. Resetting the means and 

standard deviations substantially corrects the differences between S88 and G1112 trees (see 

report UpdateG1112.prn” for details). RCS curves and chronologies, as a consequence, are 

more similar over their common periods.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM10.  G11 and G12 MXD Measurements 

Figure S9 
RCS chronologies were created using a single RCS curve and MXD data (without signal free 

due to the use of equal age cohorts) for the G11o cohort (top blue), G12o cohort (top red), 

G11y cohort (middle blue), G12y cohort (middle red), all G11 data (bottom blue) and all G12 

data (bottom red). The G11 and G12 MXD chronologies are generally in good agreement at 

all timescales.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

SM11. G11 and G12 TRW Measurements 
Figure S18 
RCS chronologies were created using a single RCS curve and TRW data (without signal free 

due to the use of equal age cohorts) for the G08o cohort (top blue), G12o cohort (top red), 

G08y cohort (middle blue), G12y cohort (middle red), all G08 data (bottom blue) and all G12 

data (bottom red). The TRW chronologies from age-based cohorts are in good agreement but, 

due to differing ratios of slow/fast growing trees chronologies from combined cohorts have 

slightly differing long timescale components.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



SM12.  Small TRW data set, 1 or 2 RCS 
 

Figure S10 
Shows mean of signal-free TRW measurements by ring age for the combined S88, G08 and 

G12 TRW data. The curve in black uses all samples and the curves in red and blue were built 

using two groups of the fastest and slowest growing trees respectively, where sorting was 

based on comparison of mean signal-free TRW for each sample against the value of a single 

RCS curve over the their common ring age. b) Mean chronologies created using two RCS 

curves; fastest-growing samples (red), slowest-growing samples (blue), and the average of all 

samples (black). c) Chronologies created using a single RCS curve (black) and two RCS 

curves (green). Chronologies have been low-pass filtered using a 100-year cubic spline. The 

thicker parts of the lines show values with 4 or more samples and grey shading shows sample 

counts over time.  
 

Comparison of the faster and slower growing RCS chronologies is hindered by the uneven 

distribution over time of faster and slower growing trees and the differences between the 

chronologies are mainly due to poor sample counts. The comparison between the one and two 

RCS curve chronologies shows very similar signals with the main difference being a 

reduction in amplitude in the 20th century growth, a period when the fast growing G08 young 

cohort have undue influence when using one RCS curve and are likely to be introducing 

modern-sample bias.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM13.  Large TRW data set – 1, 2, or 3 RCS 
 

Figure S11 
a) Shows means of signal-free TRW measurements by ring age for the 650 trees standardised 

with three RCS curves; the fastest growth rate samples (black), the medium samples (red) and 

the slowest growth rate samples (blue). Sorting was based on the ratio of mean signal-free 

growth of each sample against the growth rate of a single RCS curve over the common ring 

age. b) Three mean chronologies created from the fastest (black), medium rate (red), and 

slowest (blue) growing samples. c) Three chronologies created using a single RCS curve 

(black), two RCS curves (red), and three RCS curves (blue). Chronologies have been low-

pass filtered using a 100-year cubic spline. The thicker parts of the lines show values with 4 

or more samples and grey shading shows sample counts over time. b) Comparison of the 

three growth-rate chronologies (b) shows that these independent chronologies produce similar 

low-frequency signals over most of their length. The 13th century is the period with the worst 

fit and has the lowest replication. The one, two and three RCS curve chronologies show very 

similar signals over most of their length. The two and three RCS curve chronologies shows a 

slight increase in the 18th century and a significant reduction in the amplitude in the late 20th 

century relative to the one RCS curve and this is likely to be the correction of “modern 

sample bias”. The two and three RCS chronologies also show slightly reduced values in the 

11th century. The three RCS chronology has less variance than the two RCS chronology and 

it was decided that the two RCS curve chronology was best, as it corrects the modern sample 

bias of the one curve chronology and retains more low-frequency variance than the three 

curve chronology.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



SM14.  Index distribution 
 

Figure S12 
Plots of the distribution of tree indices created using various standardisation methods: a 30-

year spline detrend (blue), a single RCS curve (cyan), and 2 RCS curves (red). Each set of 

tree indices has been normalised (subtract mean and divide by standard deviation) and the 

resulting distribution (counts of values in each 0.01 range from -3.0 to +3.0) smoothed with a 

60-year spline. Separate plots for the Torneträsk TRW (upper) and adjusted Torneträsk MXD 

(lower) data sets. For comparison, the distribution of a similar number (to the count of tree 

indices) of randomly generated values with a normal distribution is shown in grey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The TRW tree indices are skewed far more than the MXD tree indices. This skewness shows 

up in the relationship between chronology standard deviation and chronology index value, as 

shown for TRW and MXD in Figures S13 and S14 respectively. Grudd (2008) used ratios to 

calculate TRW indices and differences to calculate MXD indices.  
 



Figure S13  
The Torneträsk TRW data were standardised using two-curve, signal-free RCS. Tree indices 

were created by division and the chronology was created as the arithmetic mean of tree 

indices. The chronology and sample counts are shown in a). The standard deviations for all 

years are shown in b). The standard deviations were sorted on chronology index value and are 

shown in c). The standard deviations were divided by the chronology value and plotted by 

calendar year (d). The relationship between TRW standard deviation and chronology index 

values (c) is removed after scaling by the chronology values.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S14 
As for Figure S13, but using the Torneträsk MXD data. There is no apparent relationship 

between standard deviation and chronology index value and no need to scale by index value.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



SM15.  Error Assessment 
The standard deviations for each chronology year of the 650-tree TRW, 130-tree TRW, and 

Adjusted MXD data sets were calculated for years with 4 or more trees. For TRW 

chronologies the standard deviations were scaled by chronology index value (see S14). 

Standard errors were calculated by dividing standard deviation by the square root of sample 

count. The chronology was normalised (by subtracting mean and dividing by chronology 

standard deviation) and the standard error was divided by the chronology standard deviation 

for display purposes. Two standard errors are plotted both sides of zero (grey bars) and 

chronology values are plotted in black in the following figures.  
 

Figure S15 
Chronologies created using one RCS curve.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure S16 
Chronologies created using two RCS curves. Note errors become larger after 2005 when 

chronologies are comprised of fewer samples from younger trees.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Figure S17 
The chronologies created using all of the 650-tree TRW and adjusted MXD data. These were 

produced using two RCS curves and have been separated into high-pass and low-pass 

chronologies by smoothing each series of tree indices with a 10-year spline and calculating 

chronologies (and standard deviations) of separately averaged high-pass and low-pass tree 

indices. The two-standard-error error bars (calculated as described in SM15 above) and 

chronologies are shown in Figure S17. (Note: high-frequency standard deviation for TRW 

was not scaled by chronology value.) 
 

Error bars are smaller for the TRW data because of the larger replication compared to the 

MXD data and error bars are smaller for the high-frequency than for the low-frequency 

chronologies.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SM16.  Signal-Free RCS 
In RCS it is assumed that the effects of the common growth forcing on the shape of the RCS 

curve will be removed by the process of realigning measurement series by ring age and 

averaging. The existence of medium-frequency variance (decades to the length of a tree) in 

the common forcing of tree growth can distort the shape of the RCS curve. Large numbers of 

sub-fossil trees which grew over widely differing periods are needed for this averaging 

process to effectively remove the medium-frequency variance of the common forcing signal 

from the RCS curve.  The signal-free method is based on the property of tree indices, created 

by division of measurement series by “expected” growth values, as fractional deviations. 

Chronology indices, as the mean of tree indices, are fractional deviations representing the 

relative magnitude of common forcing of tree growth in each year. Dividing a measurement 

by the chronology index will generate an estimate of what that measurement would have been 

in an average growth year. If the magnitude of common forcing on tree growth is known (or 

estimated), this signal can be removed from all measurement series by division creating series 

of signal-free measurements. An RCS curve created from signal-free measurements will not 

be biased by the medium-frequency variance of the common forcing signal and the signal-

free method will reduce the need for sub-fossil trees in a chronology. 
 

In RCS, the signal-free method may change the shape of the RCS curve.  Tests (not shown) 

show that this only occurs in situations where there are insufficient sub-fossil samples and 

there has been a marked change in growth (as seen in northern Scandinavia post 1920). For 

the 2000-year Torneträsk chronology, the signal-free version is the same as the chronology 

created without using the signal-free method. If the living-tree subsection of the Torneträsk 

data is processed the signal-free method changes the slope of the RCS curve and the 

chronology, indicating that there are insufficient sub-fossil samples to remove the common 

signal from the RCS curve (RCS paper in preparation). Here we use the signal-free method 

because many of our subsets of data contain cohorts of similar ages and RCS curves can be 

biased. In the main paper, the difference between the plots in Figures 1a and 1b (not signal 

free) and Figures 2a and 2b (signal free) highlight the need to use the signal-free method in 

these circumstances.   
 



SM17.  Multiple RCS Curves 
In RCS ring age is generally used to estimate expected growth rate. Here we are using trees 

with circumferential growth. If trees of the same age have differing diameters then we would 

expect the larger diameter tree to have a faster growth rate, hence diameter in combination 

with age becomes a superior predictor of tree growth rate than age alone. It would be equally 

valid to use tree diameter as an estimator of expected growth rate (see Melvin 2004 for a 

detailed discussion) using diameter-based RCS curves. If trees of the same diameter have 

differing ages then we would expect the youngest tree to have the faster growth rate, hence 

age in combination with diameter becomes a superior predictor of tree growth rate than 

diameter alone. The combination of age and diameter is, of course, a measure of growth rate 

and because fast growing trees tend to continue growing rapidly whilst slowly growing trees 

tend to continue to grow slowly tree growth rate is a superior predictor of expected growth 

than either age or diameter alone. 
  

The observation that the decay of ring width is greater for fast-growing trees than for slow-

growing trees, mostly a consequence of changing diameter, suggests that the 'average' RCS 

curve may not be optimum for differing growth rates and that this assumption might lead to 

systematic bias in chronologies. It is possible to use multiple RCS curves, one for each 

growth rate class. Dividing ring measurements by RCS curves, created by averaging series 

with a similar mean growth rate will produces series of tree indices with an overall mean of 

approximately 1.0.  Averaging indices created from differing growth rate RCS curves would 

thus lose some of the low-frequency variance in the overall chronology that RCS is designed 

to preserve.  A single RCS curve will preserve the long-timescale changes in the mean 

growth rates of all trees while but may suffer from systematic bias in the the slopes of 

individual trees. Multiple RCS curves will largely remove the systematic bias in the slopes of 

individual trees whiles losing some of the long-time scale changes in mean growth rates. 

Consistent with our multiplicative model the mean value of index series (calculated from a 

single RCS curve) can be reinstated in series of indices with unbiased slopes (calculated 

using multiple RCS curves) by rescaling hence allowing the correction of systematic bias. 
   

One major objection to the use of RCS (e.g. Fritts 1976) is that there is generally a large 

natural variation in tree-growth rates at a site which is independent of climate. Large numbers 

of samples are needed to remove the potential noise generated by random growth rates. There 

is also potential for sampling bias, i.e. the inadvertent selection of faster or slower growing 

trees at a site which will artificially change the mean growth rate of trees. Independently 

generated chronologies at a site should contain the same common forcing signal. The use of 

multiple RCS curves, producing independent chronologies, allows the comparison of 

chronologies and an assessment of  how much these contain the same common signal. Major 

differences, especially in periods when the separate chronologies have sufficient replication, 

can indicate the existence of bias. Here we use multiple RCS and a comparison of the 

“independently” generated chronologies to assess the existence of sampling bias. 
  
 



SM18.  Climate Reconstruction 
 

Three sets of meteorological measurement series are available; climate data from the 

Torneträsk region for the 1913 to 2010 period provided by Abisko Scientific Research Station 

http://www.polar.se/abisko); a longer, composite data set, covering the period 1860 to 2006 

which had been developed for northern Sweden (Alexanderson 2002); and the longer 

composite Tornedalen data set from northern Sweden andFinland (Klingbjer and Moberg 

2003).  Grudd (2008) found problems with the Tornedalen data which had not been adjusted 

for the pre-Stevenson screen period and may be biased. Here we examined the Abisko and  

Bottenviken temperature series for relationships with the TRW and MXD chronologies 

(Figure S19). 

 

The means of May to August monthly temperature series from the longer Bottenviken 

temperature series show high correlations against both TRW and MXD chronologies and 

these were selected for climate reconstruction using simple regression. The regression reports 

are shown below. 
 

 

 MXD REGRESSION REPORT 

 Predictand Y = MJJA                      

 Years= 147  Constant 1  Predictors  1  Mode 2                

   r =  0.83533                       Two-tailed test:        

 Rsq =  0.69777  F =   334.77374   Prob (param) =  0.00000 *   

                                   Prob (perm)  =  0.00100 *  

 Regression coefficients: Two-tailed test                     

 Permutations of residuals:   999                             

 ----------------------------------------------------------   

 Variable                       Beta          t     P-perm     P-param              

 ----------------------------------------------------------                       

 X    Intercept              0.55748    1.05617                0.29265            

 X 1  S88G1112A RCS          9.40524   18.29682    0.00100*    0.00000            

 ----------------------------------------------------------                       

  * the parameter estimate is significant at the 0.05 level                       

 

  

 TRW REGRESSION REPORT 

 Predictand Y = MJJA                      

 Years= 147  Constant 1  Predictors  1  Mode 2                

   r =  0.56631                       Two-tailed test:        

 Rsq =  0.32071  F =    68.45670   Prob (param) =  0.00000 *   

                                   Prob (perm)  =  0.00100 *  

 Regression coefficients: Two-tailed test                     

 Permutations of residuals:   999                             

 ----------------------------------------------------------   

 Variable                       Beta          t     P-perm     P-param              

 ----------------------------------------------------------                       

 X    Intercept              7.14188   19.10564                0.00000            

 X 1  alltrw RCS             2.77034    8.27386    0.00100*    0.00000*           

 ----------------------------------------------------------                       

  * the parameter estimate is significant at the 0.05 level                       

 
  

http://www.polar.se/abisko


Figure S19 
Correlations between chronologies and various climate series for periods of 1 to 8 months of 

mean monthly temperature data, using Torneträsk TRW and MXD chronologies and Abisko 

(1913 to 2008) and Bottenviken (1860 to 2006) climate data. MXD has higher correlations 

and matches a wider season than does TRW. From these Tables a season, common to both 

MXD and TRW, of the means of May to August temperatures from the longer climatic series 

from Bottenviken was selected for reconstruction. Abisko meteorological station is local to 

Torneträsk (data provided by Abisko Scientific Research Station http://www.polar.se/abisko) 

and commences in 1913. The Bottenviken data are developed from several meteorological 

stations in northern Sweden and start much earlier in 1860.  
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Figure S20 
The TRW chronology created using two RCS curves with the 650-tree “alltrw” data (a). The 

chronology values have been scaled (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard 

deviation) over the common period AD 600 to 2008. The grey shaded area shows annual two-

standard errors plotted either side of the mean where standard error for a year was calculated 

as the standard deviation, scaled by chronology values, scaled to fit the normalised 

chronology, and finally scaled by the square root of the sample count. The MXD chronology 

created using two RCS curves with the 130-tree “S88G1112” data (b). The chronology values 

have been scaled (by subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation) over the 

common period AD 600 to 2008. The grey shaded area shows two-standard errors plotted 

either side of the mean where standard error for a year was calculated as the standard 

deviation firstly scaled to fit the normalised chronology and secondly scaled by the square 

root of the sample count. The chronologies shown in a) and b) were normalised over their 

common period with climate, 1913 to 2008, (c) and the period AD 600 to 2008 (d) and 

smoothed with a 100-year spline for display purposes. The differences between c) and d) are 

due to normalising over different periods. Longer periods generally produce more reliable 

comparisons. The lower two panels show the TRW chronology and July monthly temperature 

from Abisko (left) and the MXD chronology and mean of April to August monthly 

temperature from Abisko (right) all of which have been scaled to have unit standard deviation 

and zero mean over the 1913 to 2008 period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


